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Near-field optical investigation of three-dimensional photonic crystals
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We show that the coupling of light from an external pointlike light source into a three-dimensional photonic
crystal depends on the relative launching position with respect to the crystal lattice as well as on the frequency
of light. The results are obtained with a near-field technique which is used to acquire optical information
beyond the diffraction limit and to access optical details within the unit cell of the crystal. The experiments are
performed at frequencies near the second-orderL-gap. As a result, the changes in the shape of the near-field
pattern are explained by the photonic properties of the crystal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals are three-dimensional~3D! periodic di-
electric composites, with periods of the order of the wa
length of light@1,2#. These crystals are attracting a great d
of interest as they offer a huge potential for controlling bo
the spontaneous emission of embedded light sources an
propagation of light itself. Photonic crystals are rarely co
sidered as the complex optical structures they are; their c
plete description should take into account not only the f
field but also the near-field properties@3#. So far, two main
approaches have been utilized to probe the optical prope
of photonic crystals. The first and by far the most extensiv
used has been transmission or reflection experiment
which both source and detector are in the far field, see, e
Refs. @4,5#. These far-field methods have been successf
used to determine stopgaps, and mean free paths, and to
cidate the propagation of ultrafast pulses. Second, far-fi
measurements of spontaneous emission rates of source
bedded inside the crystals probe the so-called local densi
states~LDOS! @1,2#. The LDOS contains both far- and nea
field components, and gives rise to modified quantum e
trodynamics including inhibited or enhanced emission@6#. In
both approaches, the optical properties are spatially avera
by virtue of the detector being in the far-field. Even if fo
cused beams are used@7,8#, diffraction still limits the obtain-
able spatial resolution.

In this paper, we present a method to probe the near-fi
properties of 3D photonic crystals. A subwavelength lig
source near the surface of the crystal launches light into
crystal, i.e., artificial opals made of colloidal spheres.
scanning the position of the light source relative to the cr
tal surface, we measure the amount of light that reaches
other side of the crystal as a function of the launch positi
The measurements are performed for different frequenc
With a resolution superior to the above mentioned te
niques, we observe spatial variations in the amount of li
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launched into the crystals on length scales smaller than a
cell. It is established that the observed near-field patterns
independent of the experimental conditions such as the n
field probe geometry and the height feedback. T
measurements have been reproduced with four diffe
near-field probes. We find that more light is launched into
photonic crystal if the probe is located directly above t
spheres. The intensity maxima shift and change their sh
for different frequencies of light situated near the seco
orderL-gap of the artificial opal. We therefore show that t
coupling of light from an external source into a 3D photon
crystal depends on both position and frequency.

II. EXPERIMENT

The instrument used is a near-field scanning optical
croscope~NSOM! in illumination mode@9#. The near-field
optical fiber probes with subwavelength apertures are fa
cated from single-mode optical fibers, which are loca
heated and subsequently pulled to achieve a sharp tape
gion with a small end face (;80 nm). Next, the fiber probe
or tips are coated with an aluminum layer of;100 nm thick-
ness. To produce a circular aperture in the coating at the
facet of the tip, the coating process is performed under
angle. The apertures are cleaned up or enlarged to e
desired dimension through side-on milling with a focus
ion beam@10#. The fabrication process of our fiber probes
highly reproducible, and produces probes with a through
of typically 1025 and better. Single molecule investigation
at different wavelength have proven that the near-field pr
emission is independent of the wavelength used@11#. Figure
1 shows a schematic drawing of the experimental setup
perform a measurement, the fiber probe isx-y raster scanned
at a constant probe-surface separation ofz;10 nm, using a
shear-force feedback mechanism@12#. As a result, the topo-
graphical information of the samples under investigation
simultaneously measured with the optical information. F
all measurements presented here, the same tip was used
measurements have been reproduced with four tips of sim
aperture sizes. Directly beneath the crystal, a photodiod
positioned to collect the transmitted light. With our detecti
-
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method all light coming from the bottom crystal facet
detected. This is beneficial, since coupling effects from
out-coupling facet are avoided. In contrast to this,
conventional NSOM setup uses a high numerical aper
objective to detect only the light exiting in a small area of t
out-coupling facet@9,13#.

The near-field investigations were performed on se
assembled polystyrene opals with a sphere radiusr 5241
63 nm @14#. The crystals show a long-range fcc order a
present thê111& interface to the near-field fiber probe. Th
first-orderL-gap is at 1140 nm, whereas the second-ordeL-
gap is near 600 nm. BothL-gaps were probed experimental
by reflectivity measurements, where the measured p
widths were 8% and 3%, respectively. We used three dif
ent wavelengths of light, which are situated near the seco
orderL-gap region.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2, the transfer of light ofl05647 nm launched
from the near-field fiber probe is shown. As a first step,
have carried out optical measurements at different plane
constant height above the surface@15#. Figure 2~a! shows the
topographical information obtained simultaneously with t
near-field pattern shown in Fig. 2~b!. Topographical corruga
tions of up to 85 nm are obtained. The high topographi
resolution is a result of a small Al grain located at the e
face of the fiber probe. The grainy structure of the tip c
also be seen due to tip convolution in Fig. 2~a!. The detected
optical signals for four different tip heights above the crys
are shown in Fig. 2~b! with z;1065 nm ~in shear-force
feedback!, Fig. 2~c! with z584630 nm, Fig. 2~d! z5446
630 nm, and Fig. 2~e! with z5723616 nm. In all four
measurements, a hexagonal pattern of bright intense spo
clearly visible, which remains even for large tip to samp
separation, and no influence in the near-field pattern in
2~b! due to the height feedback is observed. We theref
exclude the topographical artifacts, such as those charte
for example, Hechtet al. @16#. The periodicity of the optical

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the near-field setup. From a po
source~near-field aperture probe!, light is launched to the 3D pho
tonic crystal. A photodiode, mounted underneath the crystal, det
all the light reaching the other side of the crystal. Byx-y scanning
of the fiber probe relative to the crystalline^111& surface, the light
transfer is studied as a function of launching position.
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pattern corresponds to the arrangement of the polystyr
spheres, which is 2r 5482 nm. Thus in all images subwave
length resolution is observed. This indicates that the ne
field properties can be investigated directly with our meth

A more detailed analysis of the measurements in Fig
reveals that the optical modulationM5(I max2I min)/(I max
1I min) decreases as a function of tip to sample separa
from 7% in Fig. 2~b! to 4% in Fig. 2~e!. Furthermore, the
intensity of the transmitted light through the crystals dro
by 13% with increasing tip to sample separation fromz
;10 nm to z5723 nm. This increase at smaller distanc
indicates that more light is launched into the crystal when
tip is in the near-field regime than when the tip is in t
far-field regime. Since our near-field probe can be seen
pointlike light source, wave vectors over an angular range
2p solid angle are available. The increase in throughp
when working in the near-field regime, strongly indicat
that wave vectors beyond the critical angle are coupled to
crystal.

As a next step, light of different wavelengths is launch
into the crystal with the same probe. The wavelengths u

t

ts

FIG. 2. ~Color! Near-field measurements performed for differe
tip to sample separations.~a! Topographical image where the hex
agonal arrangement of the polystyrene spheres in the^111& surface
of the crystal is visible. The apparent shape of the spheres is d
nated by so-called tip convolution effects.~b! Detected intensity
versusx-y position, obtained simultaneously with image~a! at z
;10 nm. ~c!–~e! Detected spatial intensity in planes parallel to t
^111& surface atz584 nm, z5446 nm, andz5723 nm, respec-
tively. The optical patterns show local information about the lig
transfer with subwavelength resolution, and the pattern persists
different tip to sample separations. Image sizes: 2.7133.02mm2.
1-2
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(l05647 nm, 568 nm, and 514 nm! are situated below and
in the second-orderL-gap region of the crystal. Figure 3~a!
shows the topography of the polystyrene crystal obtai
simultaneously with the optical information shown
Fig. 3~d!. The topographical information for the other optic
measurements is identical to Fig. 3~a!. Figures 3~b!–3~d!
show the obtained near-field pattern forl05647 nm, 568
nm, and 514 nm, respectively. In all three measurements
hexagonal structure of the sphere arrangement with pe
2r 5482 nm is clearly present. For all three different me
surements, more light is detected when the tip is positio
on the top of a sphere. Less light is detected when the fi
probe is between the spheres. The variation of intensity

FIG. 3. ~Color! Position-dependent (x-y plane! transfer of light
from tip to photonic crystal obtained for different frequencies
light. ~a! Topographical information of thê111& crystalline surface
of the polystyrene crystal.~b!–~d! Near-field optical patterns atl0

5647 nm, 568 nm, and 514 nm, respectively. Image sizes: 2
32.53mm2. ~e!–~h! show the topography and the optical signals
a close-up area around one polystyrene sphere in more detail
images are built up from an average unit cell to sharpen the de
of the original measurements. Image sizes: 0.6530.72mm2.
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function of position is in the order of66% of the average
intensity. This position-dependent transfer of the light has
our knowledge never been observed before. The images
tained contain all the information about launching light in
the thick 3D photonic crystal, the propagation of this lig
through, and its exit from the crystal.

We find an obvious change in the optical image for d
ferent wavelengths of light. To elucidate the changes in m
detail, we summed up all the unit cells found in the measu
ments in Figs. 3~b!–3~d!. From the resulting average un
cell, an area around one sphere is rebuilt, which gives a m
pronounced image of the detailed information. Figure 3~e!
shows the topography of the rebuilt area around one sph
The slight apparent distortion of the unit cell is ascribed
imperfections of the tip. Figures 3~f!–3~h! show the corre-
sponding optical fields for the three different wavelengths
is clearly seen that the position of the bright spot shifts fro
the center of the sphere forl05647 nm to one edge of the
sphere forl05514 nm. Interestingly, the threefold symm
try around thê 111& crystalline direction is broken in Figs
3~g! and 3~h!.

Crystalline direction
Green-red
D ~nm!

Yellow-red
D ~nm!

^1̄10& 8266 7266

^1̄01& 2469 2369

To investigate the shift of the bright intensity spots, w
have performed cross correlations between the different
tical pattern of Figs. 3~b!–3~d!. As a result, the shift of the
bright spots can be determined for the different crystall
directions. In the table below, the obtained shifts along
crystalline^1̄10& and^1̄01& directions are given. We observ
that the shift between green and red (l05514 nm and 647
nm! along the^1̄10& direction is larger than the shift ob
served between yellow and red (l05568 and 647 nm! along
the same crystalline axis. Along thê1̄01& direction, the
shifts observed are comparable for green-red and yellow-

FIG. 4. Line traces along the crystalline^1̄10& direction from
Figs. 3~f!–3~h!. The shape of the optical pattern changes as a fu
tion of frequency. This is elucidated by determining the widthw of
the bright spots, which isw5370 nm at l05647 nm, andw

5280 nm atl05568 nm and atl05514 nm for thê 1̄10& crystal-
line direction.
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As can be seen in Figs. 3~f!–3~h!, not only the positions
of the bright spots shift, but also their shape changes a
function of wavelength. Figure 4 depicts a line trace tak
along the ^1̄10& direction and through the center of th
sphere from the rebuilt areas of Figs. 3~f!–3~h!. The size of
the bright intensity spots becomes smaller for sho
wavelengths. We measure the widthw of the bright spot to
be w5370 nm atl05647 nm, whereas the width of th
spots atl05568 nm andl05514 nm isw5280 nm.

To interpret the different optical patterns shown in Fig.
we suggest a tentative explanation. The origin of the co
plex and asymmetric optical patterns should be sought in
influence of the second-order stopgap region. We recall
the wavelengths used in our experiment are near the sec
order Bragg reflection region near 600 nm. The freque
corresponding tol05647 nm is situated below the stopga
For these wavelength, propagating Bloch modes can be
cited. These Bloch modes require the symmetry of the c
tal, which is clearly observed in our measurements. Forl0
5514 nm andl05568 nm, the corresponding frequenci
are situated inside the stopgap region. As a result, no pr
gating Bloch modes exist. For frequencies in a stopgap,
intensity distribution does not have the symmetry of the
derlying crystals, and the distribution shifts through the u
cell. This hypothesis is based on reasoning from dynam
diffraction theory for x rays@17#.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have presented the local investigat
of the coupling mechanism of light coming from a pointlik
ry
th
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light source to a 3D photonic crystal. Our NSOM setup
lows the determination of the position-dependent transfe
light with nanometer accuracy, which is less than the per
of the photonic crystal. It is impossible to obtain this info
mation with far-field methods. The observed near-field p
tern persists for larger tip to sample separations. The
served optical patterns reveal that the light is launched m
efficiently on top of the spheres rather than between
spheres. We observe a shift of the high intensity spots a
function of frequency. Moreover, the shape of these sp
changes as a function of frequency. The fact that the seco
order Bragg reflection (G-L) is situated near 600 nm ex
plains the similarity of the optical images atl05514 nm and
l05568 nm, as well as the difference with the measu
ments performed atl05647 nm. More extensive experi
mental work is currently in progress. Work on the theoreti
understanding of near-field coupling to structures is still
its infancy. The work of Carminati and Sa´enz@18# and Colas
des Francset al. @19# as well as finite difference time domai
~FDTD! simulations@20# may contribute to the understand
ing of the new insight about the light transfer, which
gained from the measurements presented in this paper.
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